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Introduction: Over-the-counter (OTC) drugs are widely available and often purchased by
consumers without advice from a health care provider. Many people rely on self-management
of medications to treat common medical conditions. Although OTC medications are regulated
by the National and the International Health and Drug Administration, many people are unaware
of proper dosing, side effects, adverse drug reactions, and possible medication interactions.
Purpose: This study examined how subjects make their decisions to select an OTC drug,
evaluating the role of cognitive heuristics which are simple and adaptive rules that help the
decision-making process of people in everyday contexts.
Subjects and methods: By analyzing 70 subjects’ information-search and decision-making
behavior when selecting OTC drugs, we examined the heuristics they applied in order to assess
whether simple decision-making processes were also accurate and relevant. Subjects were
tested with a sequence of two experimental tests based on a computerized Java system devised
to analyze participants’ choices in a virtual environment.
Results: We found that subjects’ information-search behavior reflected the use of fast and frugal
heuristics. In addition, although the heuristics which correctly predicted subjects’ decisions
implied significantly fewer cues on average than the subjects did in the information-search task,
they were accurate in describing order of information search. A simple combination of a fast
and frugal tree and a tallying rule predicted more than 78% of subjects’ decisions.
Conclusion: The current emphasis in health care is to shift some responsibility onto the
consumer through expansion of self medication. To know which cognitive mechanisms are
behind the choice of OTC drugs is becoming a relevant purpose of current medical education.
These findings have implications both for the validity of simple heuristics describing information searches in the field of OTC drug choices and for current medical education, which has to
prepare competent health specialists to orientate and support the choices of their patients.
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OTC drug use is an increasingly important element of everyday life; these drugs are
becoming tightly woven into the self-care system for several common health problems.1
Consumers place high value on no-prescription drug therapy. However, self-medicating
patients can frequently need assistance from a learned intermediary to assure optimal
integration of nonprescription drug therapy into the total care regimen. Clearly, it is
important for both patients and health care providers to discuss OTC medications
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because there is evidence that patients can often be uncertain
about the OTC medications that are being consumed. In this
sense, one of the aims of contemporary medical education
is to prepare medical specialists to meet with professional
excellence the health needs of the population they serve and
to give adequate support.2
OTC medicines are often perceived as easy to choose
by the consumer because they are freely available for self
selection. OTC medicines were classified according to the
World Health Organization, into 10 categories: analgesics,
laxatives, antithrombotic agents, antacids, cough and
cold preparations, antihistamines, dermatologicals, throat
preparations, nasal preparations, and antidiarrheals.3
In this context of free choice of OTC treatments, how do
people make their decisions? Which are the psychological
mechanisms and strategies used by subjects to select a
specific drug?
In the present paper, we try to identify the kind of
strategies and rules – the so called “heuristics”– adopted by
subjects in selecting an OTC drug.

The role of heuristics
The term “heuristic” is of Greek origin meaning “to find out”
or “to discover”. In the context of cognitive psychology,
heuristics serve as guides in problem-solving processes.
Heuristics guide problem solvers by helping them simplify
choices regarding the numerous immensely complex and
imperfectly understood factors that act simultaneously to
shape problems.
As guidelines for problem solving, heuristics have proved
to be surprisingly robust across a wide array of problem
types and problem contexts,4 proving remarkably accurate
in both laboratories5 and real-life contexts.4 Successful
problem solving is a function of how efficiently, rather than
how strenuously, a problem solver works,6 and heuristics
enhance efficiency regardless of whether the problem is well7
or ill structured.8 Some studies suggest that heuristics appear
most useful in concrete situations.4 In fact, heuristics can
help produce results that are comparable to problem-solving
strategies which take into account all available information
and employ complex computational processes.
Fast and frugal heuristics are particular forms of heuristics
developed by Gigerenzer and the ABC Group.4

Fast and frugal approach
This approach is based on a reconceptualization of the
rationality in which behavior is evaluated in terms of its
adaptivity within the limits of time and knowledge imposed
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by the situation and the computational power of the decision
maker.5,9 To behave adaptively is to act in ways that promote
survival and reproduction, whether the actions are consistent
with normative rules or not, and cognitive mechanisms
are considered rational to the extent that they support such
b ehavior. Todd and Gigerenzer define this concept of
ecological rationality as “adaptive behavior resulting from
the fit between the mind’s mechanism and the structure of the
environment in which it operates”.4 The basic premise of the
fast and frugal heuristic approach is that much of human decision making and reasoning can be explained in terms of simple
heuristics that operate within the limits of time, knowledge,
and computation imposed on the individual. Fast and frugal
heuristics do not compute quantitative probabilities or utilities, as in classical decision-making models, because these
values require too much computation to serve as practical
bases for decision making and often require knowledge
(eg, costs, benefits, precise outcomes) that is unavailable in
real-world tasks.8 The aim of the fast and frugal heuristic
approach is to develop models of cognition that are simultaneously plausible on psychological and ecological grounds,
as well as being computationally specific.10 Each heuristic is
different, depending on the task for which it is designed and
the precise steps involved,11 but three basic features characterize all fast and frugal heuristics: the search rule, the stopping
rule, and the heuristic principles for making the decision.12
The “search rule” defines the principle by which the heuristic
directs its search for alternative choices and for information to
be used in evaluating the alternatives. The search rule must not
involve extensive observation or computation. The “stopping
rule” comprises the principles that specify when and how
the search procedure should be stopped. The stopping rule is
the basis for satisfying processes,13 and thus must operate
within the time limits imposed by the task environment. To be
robust, a stopping rule is simple and relies on relatively little
knowledge and information, which may be scarce in the task
environment. The “heuristic principles” for decision making
comprise the procedures used to choose from decision alternatives that have either been presented by the task or generated
by the decision maker. These are computationally simple,
requiring little combination or elaboration of the information
obtained through search.12,14
In the last 2 decades, cognitive psychologists have widely
argued that people rely on simple strategies when making judgments and simple and complex decisions in many
everyday-life situations.15,16 When people are faced with a
decision, simple or complex, it is often hard to consider all
the available alternatives and to gather and process all the
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information regarding these options according to a criterion
of perfect rationality. The recent literature shows that people
generally do not consider all the cues, even when making
more complex decisions like how to administer their own
savings or how to invest money, or when making decisions
in the workplace.9 In fact, in real-life situations such as these,
people often make decisions quickly, based on little information and in a very short time. Limited knowledge and time,
and urgency, heavily influence the decision-making process
of people in several contexts.10,11
In the present paper, we try to evaluate the use of such
heuristics in the medical field of OTC drug selection. This
field is quite new in the literature, and we attempted to give
a new perspective by examining both the information-search
patterns appearing in heuristic models and the descriptive
validity of information-search patterns, analyzing two
very typical scenarios in everyday contexts of OTC drug
selection.

Purpose
In this paper, we describe the use of heuristics in the fast and
frugal manner which, like those examined by Gigerenzer and
his colleagues, are used to determine the selection and the
purchase of an OTC11 drug.To do this, we analyzed a dataset
of 70 subjects’ information-search and decision-making
behavior regarding the intake of these drugs. We addressed
two issues: first, using a process analysis of informationsearch behavior, we examined whether search behavior shows
the characteristics of a simple heuristic (ie, few cues searched,
stopping rule for search, and lexicographic search order).
Lexicographic order is an order function – a way of sorting
information. It is generally a simple and useful method of
sorting information in a very systematic and regular way.
The rules of sorting are those used in dictionaries (from
which the name originates). Second, we examined how well
a simple heuristics can describe the judgment process and
determine the choice.

Subjects and methods
Our analysis was based on semi-structured tests devised in
Java language with 70 subjects (range of age: 24–78 years)
conducted as part of a larger qualitative study on the meaning
of “personal self care” in the autonomous Province of Trento
(Northern Italy).17 Research Ethics Committee approval was
granted for the study by the Italian ASL (Italian Primary
Care Trust) of the Province of Trento. For this study, the 70
participants were purposively sampled from the six main
local ASL departments of Trento, varying in terms of local-
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ity, size, gender, and age group (Table 1). Participants were
interviewed face to face in their local ASL offices. The intention was to analyze subjects in a naturalistic environment with
the most realistic treatment choice. Tests were conducted by
three social scientists trained in qualitative research (two of
whom are authors of this article, SR and MM). Participants
signed an informed consent to declare their participation to
this experiment.
Participants were not remunerated. They voluntarily
participated in the tasks and showed great enthusiasm,
viewing their participation as a contribution to the quality
of their medical assistance.
The research project as a whole was developed in two
steps (see below).

Test description
The data treated here consist of test results which track
information lookups and decisions in a hypothetical situation
in which participants were asked to pretend to assume an
OTC drug.
The computer-administered treatment tasks were
performed at different branch locations of the ASL. The
interviewer read the instructions to each participant and also
explained the aim of the test. Each experimental session
lasted approximately 30 minutes. Tests were conducted on a
touch-screen-based interface programmed in Java language
in order to facilitate the interaction with dynamic information
provided by the computer.
Table 1 Characteristics of participants
Characteristic

N (%)

Mean age (range; SD)
Group age
22–36
37–49
50–64
65+
Sex
Male
Female
Employment status
Employed
Retired/looking after family
Health status monitoring
Weekly
Every 3 months
Every 6 months
Once a year
Longstanding illness
Yes
 No

53.3 (24–79; 14.2)
4
8 (11)
23 (33)
21 (30)
18 (26)
43 (61)
27 (39)
38 (54)
32 (46)
3 (5)
12 (17)
24 (34)
31 (44)
20 (29)
50 (71)

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.
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Each subject was placed in front of the touch-screen
and trained on how to manage each single task. A personal
computer ran a Java Virtual Machine which recorded all
the data.
Each test consisted of two different phases, each
composed of different trials that gave a situation where the
subject had pain in their body and they needed to take a drug.
The subjects were given the chance to implement a search
of different OTC drug features and to identify those most
relevant to make their preferred choice.

Test phase 1: pair-wise treatment choice
Subjects were asked to choose 1 of the following 2 scenarios
according to their past experience:
• Scenario 1 – you have a cold and you decide to take an
OTC drug.
• Scenario 2 – you have pain (eg, headache, joint pain) in
your body and you decide to take an OTC drug.
They were also asked to answer the following question:
“In your past experience have you suffered more frequently
from cold or pain?”
The task began by asking participants to choose between
two hypothetical anonymous OTC drugs (for pain or flu in
relation to the selected scenario), later extending the number
of possible choices to 12. When asked to choose between two
treatments, subjects were invited to explore a 6 × 2 matrix
displaying in each of the two rows the two alternative
treatments (Treatment 1, Treatment 2), and in each column,
six treatment features: price, doctor’s advice, daily dose,
availability, brand, and side effects. There were no constraints
on how participants should look up feature information, even
if there was a constraint on the number of possible features
looked up. Of the 12 features, they could look up only six.
The test began with a black matrix on the screen, initially
Next trial
or exit
& save

Prezzo

Consigliato
dal
medico

Assunzione
Giornaliera

hiding all the information content. Information popped
up in a “flipping cards” fashion when the subject touched
the display. Subjects were asked to explore those features
that they considered helpful for identifying their preferred
treatment (see Figure 1).

Test phase 2: extended information search – drug
market exploration
Participants were asked to explore the medical information
they considered necessary for choosing their OTC drug.
Drugs were labeled with two widespread disorders: pain and
cold. Subjects chose one of these two disorders according
their experience. The information provided was arranged
in a 7 × 6 matrix, displaying the feature profile of a treatment in each row; namely, price, doctor’s advice, daily dose,
availability, brand and side effects for six different treatments
typically purchased in Italian pharmacies for pain and cold
as reported by ISTAT (Italian National Institute of Statistics)
in 2010.
Once again, the test began with a black matrix on the
screen, hiding all information content. Pertinent information
about a hypothetical “drug market” popped up when subjects
touched the display. Participants were instructed to uncover
those entries that they considered necessary for making their
choices. No restrictions were imposed.
Participants performed one exploration trial and were
subsequently invited to continue the test by selecting their
favorite treatment from the presented treatment categories.

Results
Characteristics of participants are given in Table 1. Out of
the 70 participants included in the analysis, eight were aged
between 22 and 36 years, 23 were aged between 37 and
49 years, 21 were aged between 50 and 64 years, and 18

Reperibilita

Marca

Effetti
indesiderati
durate
L'Assunzione

Choice

Treatment 1

Treatment 1

Figure 1 Test Phase 1 – Pair-wise treatments comparison.
Note: *Prezzo (Price), Consigliato dal medico (doctor’s advice), Assunzione giornaliera (daily dose), Reperibilità (Availability), Marca (Brand), Effetti indesiderati (Side
effect).
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were older than 65 years. There were 43 men and 27 women.
Thirty-eight out of the 70 were employed, and 20 participants
had longstanding illness.
We investigated decision strategies by considering three
factors: the overall amount of information that subjects
needed for making their decisions, the type of information
(features or cues) that they considered before choosing the
treatment, and the approach they followed in the informationsearch process. The results are presented in two parts, one
concerning information search and the other concerning the
strategies adopted by participants across the JDM process.

Part 1

Information search
In examining the approach followed by participants in
exploring medical information, we started by considering how much information a subject needed in order to
make a decision. We investigated the information-search
processes occurring both in Test Phase 1 (pair-wise treatment
comparison) and in Test Phase 2 (extended information
search – drug market exploration).
In Test Phase 1, 86% (60 out of 70 subjects) of
participants looked at all six pieces of information. In Test
Phase 2, participants considered, on average, less than half
of the available information (30%, 21 out of 70 subjects),
revealing a clear preference for smaller information sets
to act upon. Subjects probably focused on those subsets
of medical products that they were familiar with and used,
without paying attention to the differences and similarities
between the drugs.
The medical task with the context of “Cold” was
performed by 36 subjects, whereas the medical task with
the context of “Pain” was performed by 34 subjects.
A balance between the two situations was maintained during
the experiment.
For the Cold group, the cue of highest interest was “side
effects” (in average 41% of the available information was
gathered), followed by “doctor’s advice”. The object of
highest interest by far was Aspirin (in average 36% of the
available information was gathered).
For the Pain group, the cue of highest interest was again
“side effects” (in average 35% of the available information
was gathered), followed by “doctor’s advice”. The objects of
highest interest by far were Moment and Voltaren (in average
33% of the available information was gathered).
These main differences are also visible in the analysis by
sex and age. The women, but not the men, considered the
availability of the product to also be important.
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No differences were found in the analysis by sex: in the
male group, the cues of highest interest were “side effects”
(average 27%, 12 out of 43 subjects) and “doctor’s advice”
(average 19%, 8 subjects out of 43). In the female group, the
cues of highest interest were “side effects” (average 21%,
6 out of 27 subjects) and “doctor’s advice” (average 17%,
5 out of 27 subjects). Similarly, analysis by age group reflects
that “side effects” and “doctor’s advice” were the cues of
highest interest independently of age. Finally, in relation to
the variable “education”, the cues “side effects” and “doctor’s
advice” always represented the most important information
requested for the school attendance group 1 (elementary
school) and group 2 (junior high school), whereas for group
3 (high school) and group 4 (degree), these cues represented
important information (Figure 2 marked in red), but the cues’
exploration was wider in the different trials, and other cues
(price, daily dose, availability) (Figure 1 marked in green)
were considered relevant in the process of choice, as shown
in Figure 2.

Information search over time
In Test Phase 1, participants sequentially explored, at most,
six different pieces of information dealing with the treatment
features in 65 trials. Therefore, we analyzed data according to
the 12 exploration steps denoted by t1 … t12. This sequential
analysis revealed results consistent with those represented in
Tables 2 and 3: information concerning advice, side effects,
and daily dose are looked up first (see the bold numbers in
Table 4).
In this part, we focused the analysis on the type of illness only (cold or pain) because the number of analyses is
quite high and the aim of this paper is to highlight the use
of fast and frugal heuristics and how they work in people’s
minds. The differences using by the analysis shown the
independent variables (eg, for the school attendance groups)
were not so impressive; these will be described specifically
in a future paper.
In Table 4, we present the means computed per trial. With
regards to the Cold group, Table 4 reveals that at time (t)1,
both “side effects” and “doctor’s advice” were looked up in
41% of the cases. At t2, the “side effects” were looked up in
44% and “doctor’s advice” in 35% of the cases. At t3, “side
effects” were looked up in 30%, and “daily dose” in 20% and
“doctor’s advice” in 29% of the cases. With regards to the
Pain group (Table 5), at t1, both “side effects” and “doctor’s
advice” were looked up in 43% of the cases. At t2, “side
effects” was looked up in 41% and “doctor’s advice” in 37%
of the cases. The same preferences as for the Cold group were
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Choice 1

Choice 2

Choice 3

10.0

10.0

7.5
5.0

Frequency

12.5

Frequency

12.5

2.5

7.5
5.0

Price

Brand

Side
effect

Daily
dose

Advice

0.0

Availability

Price

Brand

Side
effect

Choice 1

5

Daily
dose

Advice

0

Availability

Choice 4

4
2

Advice

6
4

0

Availability

Availability

8

8

6
4
2

2

Daily
dose

Advice

Choice 6

Frequency

Frequency

6

Daily
dose

10

10

8

Side
effect

Side
effect

Choice 5

10

Brand

Brand

Choice 3

12

Price

Price

Choice 2

12

0

10

2.5

0.0

Frequency
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Frequency

15

Price

Brand

Side
effect

Choice 4

Daily
dose

Advice

Availability

0

Price

Brand

Side
effect

Choice 5

Daily
dose

Advice

Availability

Choice 6

Choice Task Number (from 1 to 6)
1
Number of subjects belonging to the subsample of group 3 (high diploma) and 54
group 4 (degree) who performed one of the 2 choice tasks (Cold or Pain)

2
54

3
54

4
54

5
54

6
54

*The 2 choice tasks are put together

Figure 2 Histograms of clicked cues in school attendance groups 3 and 4 in the first six choices.

maintained at t3 (side effects = 21%, doctor’s advice = 33%,
daily dose = 18% of cases). This information search analysis
revealed that within the first three times (t1, t2, and t3), “side
effects” and “doctor’s advice” were the most explored treatment features. From t4 onwards, no strong preference for any
of the remaining features appeared. During t1, t2, and t3, the
preferred exploration path was side effects $ doctor’s advice
$ daily dose. Figure 3 shows the aggregate view looking at
the total number of cue lookups in the total pool of all participants over the 12-step time path for both groups. In both
groups, the cues “side effects” (70% for the Pain group, 84%
for the Cold group) and “doctor’s advice” (70% for the Pain
group, 81% for the Cold group) were the most requested,
followed by the question how often the drug must be taken.

The subjects from the Pain group were less active in their
search for information.
We estimated a Markov transition matrix with empirical
probabilities of moving from one treatment feature to another
in the six-step information-search process (see Tables 6
and 7). A Markov analysis looks at a sequence of events,
and analyzes the tendency of one event to be followed by
another.18 A Markov process is useful for analyzing dependent
events; that is, events whose likelihood depends on what happened last.19 So, a Markov chain is a random process with
the property that the next state depends only on the current
state. Using this analysis, you can generate a new sequence
of random but related events, which will look similar to the
original. With respect to the Pain group, at the beginning (start

Table 2 Frequency of clicked cues and objects for Cold context

Aspirin
Salicine
Vicks Medinite
Complete
Efferalgan
Zerinol
Mean
Std

64
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Price
(%)

Brand
(%)

Side effect
(%)

Daily dose
(%)

Doctor’s advice
(%)

Availability
(%)

Mean
(%)

Std
(%)

10.0
5.0
15.0

20.0
5.0
15.0

65.0
30.0
30.0

40.0
15.0
20.0

45.0
20.0
25.0

40.0
20.0
25.0

36.6
15.8
21.6

19.4
9.7
6.0

5.0
0.0
7.0
5.7

5.0
5.0
10.0
7.0

40.0
40.0
41.0
14.3

15.0
25.0
23.0
10.3

30.0
30.0
30.0
9.3

10.0
30.0
25.0
11.1

17.5
21.6

14.4
15.7
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Table 3 Frequency of clicked cues and objects for Pain context

Moment
Acetamol
Orudis
Fastum
Voltaren
Mean
Std

Price
(%)

Brand
(%)

Side effect
(%)

Daily dose
(%)

Doctor’s advice
(%)

Availability
(%)

Mean
(%)

Std
(%)

18.1
9.0
4.5
4.5
18.1
10.9
6.8

22.7
9.0
13.6
9.0
22.7
15.4
6.8

63.6
18.1
18.1
18.1
59.0
35.4
23.7

31.8
13.6
9.0
13.6
36.3
20.9
12.2

40.9
13.6
18.1
13.6
45.4
26.3
15.5

22.7
4.5
4.5
9.0
18.1
11.8
8.2

33.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
33.3

16.9
4.7
6.2
4.7
16.6

position) the features most likely to be explored were “side
effects” or “doctor’s advice” (43%). The feature after risk
most likely to be explored is “price” (37%) and again “side
effects” (12%). The next feature most likely to be explored
after price is “brand” (36%) and then “availability” (18%)
(see the bold numbers in Table 6).
Regarding the Cold group, at the start position, the
features most likely to be explored were the same: “side
effects” or “doctor’s advice” (41%). The feature after risk
most likely to be explored was “price” (46%) and then
“brand” (36%) and, in the next step, again, “side effects”
(40%) (see the bold numbers in Table 7).
Transition probabilities analysis between features shows
that subjects in both groups normally start by looking either
at doctor’s advice or side effects and that gathering information cue-wise is quite common (see the high values in the
main diagonal).

Payne’s analysis of information exploration
Payne et al20 proposed an approach to information search to
explain the decision process of people in different contexts.
They identified two types of exploration paths: feature-wise
and global-wise. A feature-wise path corresponds to a subject
focusing on just one feature and exploring it across treatment
options. A global-wise path corresponds to a subject exploring
features belonging to just one treatment at a time.
Data collected in Test Phase 2 showed that 62% of
subjects in the Pain group (23 out of 35) and 93% (33 out of

36) of subjects in the Cold group adopted a treatment-wise
path; they focused their attention on information pertaining
to a single treatment at a time. Protocol analysis revealed
that most of those participants began their explorations
based on the treatments they had already experienced in
real life (eg, Moment for Pain or Aspirin for Cold). The
other participants explored the available information by
adopting mixed strategies: some of them exhaustively
explored the information dealing with risk by adopting a
cue-wise approach, whereas others gathered information
across all the treatments without revealing a predominant
approach.

Overlapping information index and order
preservation index
We investigated the path of information search to answer
the following questions: Did subjects look at identical
information for both treatments? Did subjects explore
treatment features by following a well established common order?
We adopted a within-subject approach through introducing
two indices characterizing participants’ information search.
We noticed that in our study, participants did not necessarily collect overlapping information on different treatments
before making choices. When considering treatments A and
B (Test Phase 2), participants did not check the same features
for A and B respectively before choosing. Such measures
of systematic search, as the two indices we introduced, are

Table 4 Information exploration over time (t) in Test Phase 1 for Cold group
Feature

t1 (%)

t2 (%)

t3 (%)

t4 (%)

t5 (%)

t6 (%)

t7 (%)

t8 (%)

t9 (%)

t10 (%)

t11 (%)

t12 (%)

Price
Brand
Side effect
Daily dose
Doctor’s advice
Availability
Active trials

1.0
3.6
41.0
7.3
41.0
5.7
100.0

2.1
4.8
44.3
7.5
35.1
5.9
97.3

5.0
5.0
30.1
20.7
29.5
9.4
83.6

5.7
5.1
28.6
21.6
29.3
9.5
82.6

11.0
2.5
16.9
29.6
19.4
20.3
62.1

11.1
4.2
17.9
30.7
16.2
19.6
61.5

19.1
10.9
9.5
24.6
17.8
17.8
38.4

22.0
10.2
11.7
19.1
14.7
22.0
35.7

26.6
26.6
4.4
15.5
2.2
24.4
23.6

26.6
24.4
2.2
15.5
2.2
28.8
23.6

26.4
32.3
11.7
5.8
8.8
14.7
17.8

23.5
38.2
11.7
5.8
5.8
14.7
17.8
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Table 5 Information exploration over time (t) in Test Phase 1 for Pain group
Feature

t1 (%)

t2 (%)

t3 (%)

t4 (%)

t5 (%)

t6 (%)

t7 (%)

t8 (%)

t9 (%)

t10 (%)

t11 (%)

t12 (%)

Price
Brand
Side effect
Daily dose
Doctor’s advice
Availability
Active trials

0.0
1.9
43.5
7.0
43.5
3.8
100.0

1.4
2.8
41.2
11.8
37.0
5.5
91.6

9.9
4.5
21.6
18.0
33.3
12.6
71.1

11.2
3.0
27.5
17.3
33.6
7.1
62.8

29.4
2.9
13.2
20.5
16.1
17.6
43.5

27.6
7.6
12.3
20.0
15.3
16.9
41.6

15.1
15.1
24.2
18.1
9.0
18.1
21.1

9.3
12.5
18.7
28.1
6.2
25.0
20.5

20.0
13.3
33.3
13.3
13.3
6.6
9.6

20.0
13.3
13.3
33.3
6.6
13.3
9.6

16.6
41.6
16.6
0.0
0.0
25.0
7.6

41.6
33.3
16.6
0.0
0.0
8.3
7.6

not commonly mentioned in the literature, although they
are certainly relevant for describing information usage and
decision processes.
The two specific measures are: the overlapping information
index (OII) and the order preservation index (OPI). OII is
defined as the percentage of identical features looked up for
both treatments across participants. OPI indicates the percentage of overlapping features explored in identical order.
Figure 4 shows the two types of measures.
As shown in Figure 5, the OII is 100%, since three out of
the three features are looked up for both treatments. For both
examples, the OPI is equal to 66.6%, because two out of the
three overlapping features are looked up in the same order. Participants were classified according to their OII in two groups:

1. High overlapping information index (HOI) group –
participants show an OII higher or equal to 50%;
2. Low overlapping information index (LOI) group –
participants show an OII lower than 50%.
OPI and OII were highly correlated (r = 0.98), which
means that participants belonging to the HOI group preserved their exploration order across explorations and
focused their attention on a smaller set of medical features.
This fact suggests that the selection of the considered information set is connected with the exploration approach and
with the treatment representation space and, thus, with the
decision mechanism. Table 8 highlights that a part of our
sample looked for coincident information for both treatments
and followed the same sequential order across cues.
80.00

90.00
Prezzo

80.00
70.00

Marca

60.00

Prezzo

70.00
60.00

Marca

50.00

50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00

Effetti indesiderati
durate L'Assunzione

40.00

Effetti indesiderati
durate L'Assunzione

Assunzione giornaliera

30.00

Assunzione giornaliera

Consigliato dal medico

20.00

Consigliato dal medico

10.00

10.00
Reperibilita

0.00
0

5

10

15

Reperibilita

0.00
0

5

10

15

Exploration (in %)
Feature

Algesia

Cold

Price

26.6

31.3

Brand

14.1

26.8

Side effect

70.5

84.2

Daily dose

36.5

56.5

Doctor’s advice

70.5

81.0

Availability

25.3

42.3

Figure 3 Information gathered for each cue over time in Test Phase 1 for Pain group (on the left) and Cold group (on the right).
Note: *Prezzo (Price), Consigliato dal medico (Doctor’s advice), Assunzione giornaliera (Daily dose), Reperibilità (Availability), Marca (Brand), Effetti indesiderati (Side
effect).
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Table 6 Transition probabilities (in%) among features observed in Test Phase 1 in Pain group
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From feature
to feature **
Start
Price
Brand
Side effects
Daily dose
Doctor’s advice
Availability
End

Pain group all values in %
Start

Price

Brand

Side effect

Daily dose

Doctor’s advice

Availability

End

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
37.35*
15.91
3.18
10.53
7.73
11.39
0.00

1.92
6.02
36.36*
1.82
6.14
2.73
3.80
0.00

43.59*
12.05
2.27
37.27*
9.65
18.64
8.86
0.00

7.05
8.43
6.82
13.18
36.84*
9.09
2.53
0.00

43.59*
6.02
4.55
20.91
9.65
36.82*
8.86
0.00

3.85
4.82
18.18
4.09
5.26
7.27
37.97*
0.00

0.00
25.30
15.91
19.55
21.93
17.73
26.58
0.00

Notes: *Numbers in bold represent the% of the most clicked feature during the transition search process. **The search process is similar in both groups (please see also
the Cold group) moving from “Side Effect”/ Doctor’s advice (start) → Price → Brand → etc.. to the end) .

Data from the Pain group and from the Cold group are speculative. Table 8 shows that the more subjects gathered identical
information from both treatment options, the more closely they
preserved the same exploration order. The exploration order
covers an important role in the process of treatment choice:
as much higher is HOI, as much higher is the OPI and lower
the number of explored features. This reveals a preference for
frugality, and thus shows the use of one cognitive heuristic
(namely, the “Less is more” heuristic). Individuals who consider many of the cues often perform worse than individuals
who recognize fewer of the cues, who rapidly focus their
attention on only the relevant elements.16 Thus less searched
information is quite often associated with a more structured
exploration both for typology and for modality.11
The aggregated data (Table 9) shows relationships
between the participants’ considerations of specific medical
features and their decisions in the treatment task. Data reveal
that across all the subjects’ decisions in the Pain group,
price was selected in 43 cases for both treatments and was
discriminating (as different values) in 23 cases. In 17 of these
cases (73%), the participants preferred the cheaper treatment.
The brand of the treatment was selected for both treatments

in 20 cases and was discriminating in nine of these. In five of
these cases (55%), the participants preferred the unbranded
generic drug. In the Cold group, subjects more often explored
the information globally: price was selected 58 times and was
discriminating in 47 (81%) cases, whereas brand was selected
in 48 cases and was selective in 18 of these (37%).

Part 2

The judgment process: a within-subject analysis
To understand to what extent a decision tree is able to capture
a single subject’s choice rule, we introduce some definitions.
We define the “cue profile” of treatment as a binary vector
of 1s and 0s according to whether cue values are “positive”
or not and ordered by the sequence: side effects, doctor’s
advice, daily dose, availability, brand, and price. Based on the
fast and frugal heuristic model, treatment features were all
transformed to binary values to simplify their comparison.8
The convention for assigning the values 1 or 0 to a cue reflects
the preferences revealed by participants in the interview.
If, for instance, “side effects” was medium or low, it was
assigned the value 1. Similarly, if “availability” was medium
or short, its value was 1, and if “price” and “daily dose” were

Table 7 Transition probabilities (in%) among features observed in Test Phase 1 in Cold group
From feature
to feature**
Start
Price
Brand
Side effects
Daily dose
Doctor’s advice
Availability
End

Cold group all values in%
Start

Price

Brand

Side effect

Daily dose

Doctor’s advice

Availability

End

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.05
46.22*
8.82
4.38
8.37
2.60
8.07
0.00

3.68
8.40
39.22*
4.06
4.65
4.22
5.59
0.00

41.05*
3.36
7.84
40.00*
12.09
21.10
6.83
0.00

7.37
6.72
7.84
14.69
39.53*
11.36
11.18
0.00

41.05*
5.04
7.84
15.94
12.56
40.26*
8.70
0.00

5.79
9.24
6.86
3.75
12.09
8.12
42.86*
0.00

0.00
21.01
21.57
17.19
10.70
12.34
16.77
0.00

Notes: *Numbers in bold represent the% of the most clicked feature during the transition search process. **The search process is similar in both groups (please see also
the Pain group) moving from “Side Effect”/ Doctor’s advice (start) → Price → Brand → etc.. to the end) .
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1

Daily
dose

Brand

1

0

1

0

0

Choose
the alternative
treatment

Price

1

0

Figure 4 Decision heuristic predictions tree.

medium or low, they were also assigned the value 1. If the
treatment was suggested by a physician, this cue is assigned
a 1, otherwise 0, and if the treatment was not a generic drug,
then this cue is assigned a 1, otherwise 0.
The heuristic that best modeled our data lexicographically
examines only the one cue that was explored most, namely
risk, and processes all the remaining cues by means of a
tallying rule. Tallying is a heuristic that can be described by
a linear model with weights equal to one for each treatment
feature. In this context, tallying means counting the number
of 1s for both treatments and choosing the treatment with a
higher score. For instance, if treatment A has a cue profile
(011111) and B has a cue profile (100000), then B is preferred
because the first cue is treated lexicographically. As an
example, if A is a treatment with a cue profile (100101) and
B is a treatment with a cue profile (100100), treatment A is
chosen over treatment B because its profile contains more
1s after the first entry.
The tree in Figure 4 predicts about 78% of the observed
treatment decisions in the task on Phase 1 and 2. One of its
key features is that for most subjects there is no compensating
trade-off for high-risk treatments or for nonsuggested
treatment by an expert. High-risk treatments and nonsuggested treatment were eliminated from consideration in the
lexicographic formulation depicted in Figure 4. The second
key feature is that beyond this lexicographic step, participants
adopt a simple tallying rule that counts 1 for each cue value
that matches their system of preferences, or otherwise 0, and

choose the treatment with the higher score. In other words,
rather than weighting different features differentially, the
model suggests that subjects simply count the number of
features to determine which treatment dominates another.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate how subjects make
medical decisions for selecting an OTC drug. We analyzed
participants’ behavior in an information-search task and
examined whether information search was simple and
whether a heuristic that predicts a simple decision-making
process was also accurate at describing information search.
For this study, we designed naturalistic environments based
on two health problems commonly experienced by people:
pain and cold. The study consisted of two tests focused on the
building blocks of a decision process; namely, information
search and decision rule. In Test Phase I we let participants
choose between two treatments; they to looking up at most
six possible feature variables. In Test Phase II were limited,
by contrast, they had to choose between six types of treatment
and could consult all 36 pieces of information available.
We observed that in Test Phase II they consulted less
than half of the information at their disposal. Fast and information-frugal heuristics explained the information search
and decision behavior of most participants, thus reflecting a
no compensatory-lexicographic hierarchy of features (side
effects, doctor’s trust, and drug frequencies, in that order).
The first two features were systematically explored: side
effects (70% of the time in the pain-virtual situation; 84%
of the time in the cold-virtual situation) and doctor’s advice
(70% of the time for the pain-virtual situation; 81% of the
time for the cold-virtual situation). A simple combination of
a fast and frugal tree and a tallying rule predicted more than
78% of subjects’ decisions.
A significant proportion of participants (93% in the Cold
group, 62% in the Pain group) used an HOI strategy and
explored a specific set of few overlapping features for pairs
of treatment alternatives. Trust was a mediator for strategy
selection for a treatment choice. This provides new empirical insight on people’s search and use of information when
making simple medical decisions. Both the lexicographic and

Treatment
A

Price → Side effect → Daily dose

OII = 100%

Treatment
B

Side effect → Daily dose → Price

OPI = 66%

Figure 5 Overlapping information index (OII) and order preservation index (OPI) measures.
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Table 8 Subjects with the highest overlapping information index
and order preservation index calculated in Test Phase 1 (Cold
group)
Subject ID

HOI (%)

Preservation
index (%)

N features
explored

26
28
30
60
42
55
21
46
72
83
25
67
12
58
57
65
29
9
68
48
10
27
23
37

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
96
88

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
96
88
88
75

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
5
4

Abbreviation: HOI, high overlapping information index.

the tallying strategies have been extensively examined by the
ABC group and both are considered simple in their categories,
namely trees and linear models,21,22 although the lexicographic
rule is more frugal in terms of requiring few resources. The
tallying rule is less “finely tuned” than the lexicographic one,
Table 9 Relationships between information search and decision
in Test Phase 1 for Pain group and Cold group
Feature

Pain group
Price
Brand
Side effects
Daily dose
Doctor’s advice
Availability
Cold group
Price
Brand
Side effect
Daily dose
Doctor’s advice
Availability
Price

Number of
lookups

Smaller
chosen

Larger
chosen

Choice for
lower value
(%)

39
20
95
51
94
34

17
5
38
21
19
0

6
4
39
19
34
0

73.9
55.5
49.3
52.5
35.8
0.0

58
48
156
105
147
78
58

33
12
76
24
46
0
33

14
6
48
62
47
0
14

70.2
66.6
61.2
27.9
49.4
0.0
70.2

Advances in Medical Education and Practice 2011:2

because it does not discriminate between profiles having the
same number of 1s, independent of where in the cue profile
the 1s are. Furthermore, the tallying rule quite often makes
the same choices as the lexicographic one.
Simple heuristics originally introduced by Gigerenzer
et al4 have been recognized for their precise specification of
information search–stop, decision-making processes as well
as their psychological plausibility. This study broadened the
body of evidence indicating that simple heuristics can capture
human decision making and influence relevant context as
health and medical decisions.

Conclusion
This is an initial study, and the present findings require
further explanation. First, it might be possible to compare
our results investigating the role of other features which can
be discriminatory in the information-search process (eg, to
more deeply investigate the role of the participant’s trust in
the general practitioner’s level of expertise, to better explore
the influence of demographic differences like sex, age group,
and education level in the decision making process). Second,
the information-search process could be evaluated with other
new scenarios (eg, using only unbranded generic drugs,
evaluating only one brand, exploring the level of loyalty for
some brands). Evidence suggests that people tend to search
for consistent information to support their choices, perhaps
to increase confidence in their decisions, especially when
they have no great familiarity with the type of information.23
In addition, as Pineda et al24 have found when a task is perceived to be important or when the decision maker perceives
him/herself to be effective, greater information is searched.
Third, it would be possible to investigate the influence of the
packaging and the labeling (eg, colors, shapes, design) in the
process of choice in order to investigate how the heuristics
work with these specific cues and give new hints for the
pharmaceutical market.
There are several avenues for future investigation which
have been highlighted not only for the cognitive research
and the decision-making literature but also for medical
education and practice. First, the quantity and quality of
information have the potential to influence the ability of
individuals to judge and participate in decisions concerning
their treatment.25,26 The doctor, being the first who knows the
health status of his/her patients, is the one who initiates the
transmission of necessary information and the correct use
and choice of medication.2 The other health specialists (eg,
the pharmacist) at the time of dispensing should continue
the flow of information initiated by the physician during
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the consultation, ensuring that the guidance given was well
understood by the patient. Second, the training to cooperate,
along with the entire team of health professionals, will help to
overcome problems of communication and obstacles, so that
the patient, feeling secure and confident, will more readuly
accept information and proposals, keeping higher expectations regarding treatment, and this will make more accurate a
fast and frugal strategy of choice.27 Finally, future researchers
in medical education should work together with cognitive and
decision-making researchers not only to identify the process
and the rules behind the subjects who select an OTC drug
but also to collaborate with public health policy makers who
could focus on strategies to improve the education of society
regarding the appropriate use of OTC drugs.
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